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THE WORLD IN REVIEW
NEWS OF THE RECENT PAST IS REVIEWED
By NOAH FREEDMAN
Many Germans Still
Anti-Semitic - Author
A new book by
writer Tuvia Tenenbom
has found that many
Germans are “obsessed”
with Jews and still harbour anti-Semitic attitudes. I Sleep in Hitler’s
Room: An American Jew
Visits G e r m a n y d o c u m e n t s Tenenbom’s travels throughout the country and his realization that
neo Nazis clubs are proliferating, most of them
advocating the killing of
Jews “as a remedy to all
society’s ills.”
Tenenbom, artistic
director of the Jewish
Theatre in New York and a
columnist for Germany’s
Die Zeit, says that he
encountered the obsession
with Jews everywhere he
went: in bookstores, public discussions, in the
media, in cafes and in the
home.
Attitudes towards
Israel
and
the
Palestinians are also
causing trouble for local
Jews. “They know everything,“ writes Tenenbom,
“the Israelis have done to
the Palestinians”. The

Israeli-Palestinian conflict seems to be the only
one in the world which
Germans “live with”.
The book is currently on sale in the
United States and online
in its original English
version.
“My purpose
here”, the author writes,
“is not to shame the
Germans,
nor
the
Eur opeans for that matter, but put a mirror to
the people.’
“It is my
hope that when they look
at this mirror they will
realize how far in hate
they have gone and will
step back and correct
their fault.”

What’s In A
Name?
Whether those who
lived in Mount Vernon, New
Hampshire in the 1920s
meant any disrespect or not
is not known. But the residents of the tiny town have
asked the U.S. board of
Geographic Names to officially change the name of
Jew Pond, which appears
on a 1968 map although not
on any town signs.
Not everyone in the
town agreed with the deci-

sion. “Changing it is stupid,” said one resident.
“People just like to stir
People are
up trouble.
too sensitive today.” But
another resident who has
lived in Mount Vernon for
13 years said
“I don’t
know if it was meant to
be offensive or not, but if
people are offended by
the name, I don’t see why
we shouldn’t change it”.
The Pond has been
called by many names
over the years.
It was
originally named Spring
Pond because the owners
of a hotel created it by
digging up a spring to
irrigate their golf course.
In a brochure they made
it clear that Jews were
not welcome to play a
round or stay at their
resort.
Some long-time
residents remember that
the pond became Jew
Pond when two Jewish
businessmen
from
Boston bought the hotel.
They wanted to name the
pond Lake Serene. Zoe
Fimbel, a member of the
Mount Vernon Historical
Society, maintains that
there was nothing bigoted about the naming of
Jew Pond. But in what

appears to be somewhat
of a contradiction, she
explained that the name
was more about longtime
residents of the 1920s
being annoyed by out-oftowners trying to transfor m
the
pond
and
change the character of
the area. “It’s more like,
‘It’s the Jew’s Pond. The
new man in town.’”
A new name for
the pond has not yet
been chosen.

Rabbi Expelled
From India
Indian authorities
recently expelled Chabad
Rabbi Zalman Bernstein
and his wife, Shendi, for
failing to declare on his
visa application that he
would was entering the
country to engage in religious activities, specifically trying to convert
foreigners.
The rabbi
was serving the tiny
ancient Jewish community of Cochin, India.
The local reporter for the
T imes of India also
accused the rabbi and
his wife of spying for
Israel,
(Please turn to page 31)

The Beauty of Passover
Passover has historic and philosophic roots
which reach the very foundation of Jewish existence. In its broadest sense, the entire religious
history of the Jews, their development into a people destined to endure for millennia the impact of
war and persecution and the tragedy that these
bring, is reflected in the story of their escape from
the bondage of Egypt.
But Passover has a meaning which goes
beyond the historical and philosophical. Its
observance creates a radiance and a warmth

which is unique in the Jewish tradition.
Our recollections of Seders past are among the
most tender and most heart-warming memories
many of us have. The Passover ritual has meaning which even the most rationalistic secularists
are able to grasp. It has a beauty which no other
aspect of Jewish life, even synagogue services,
can begin to match. Jewish life is, indeed, seen
at its finest and most beautiful form from the vantage point of a seat at the Passover table and in
the stirrings of memories ancient and new.

.
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F R O M Y O U N G E S T WA R
HERO TO NORANDA
CHASKEL BERNSTEIN’S STORY DESERVES TO BE HEARD
By MICHAEL HAYMAN
In
the
Warsaw
Ghetto, Mordecai Anielwicz,
Pawel Frenkel and Antek
Zuckerman defied the common perception of the “timid
Jew”. So, too, at Vilna did
Abba Kovner and Joseph
Glazman.
At Krakow,
Aharon Liebeskind, Simon
and Gusta Draenger and
Maniek Eisenstein chose not
to be transported to the East
without a fight. Yehiel
Grynszpan, the Bielski
brothers
and
Thomas
“Tommy” Gould all refused
voluntarily to be swept up
beneath the raging tide of
the Nazi blitzkrieg. These
men and women believed
that if death were the
inevitable result of Hitler’s
madness, theirs would be a
death with honour, a death
with dignity.
Some of these resistance fighters
have had
their life stories documented
at
Yad
Vashem,
the
Holocaust
Memorial
in
Washington or by the Steven
Spielberg Foundation. Yet
many who died did so without their story ever being
told and those who survived
have often lived their lives in
relative obscurity, their
wartime exploits known only
to a few. One such “hero”
is
Chaskel
Bernstein,
described in 1945 as the
“youngest soldier in the
Allied Liberation Army of
Eastern Poland”, only 10
years of age when he came
to understand that capitulation was not an option.
Chaskel’s
story
begins
in
Stanislawow
Poland.
At the outset of the
war Stanislawow, now a city
in present day Ukraine, had
a Jewish population of some
30,000. The city was under

Austrian rule and the
Jewish population thrived.
From 1897 until 1919
Arthur Nemhein was the
city’s mayor. Jewish charitable organizations prospered.
Political organizations operated freely. Jews
ran their own educational
system. The clothing and
hide-processing industries
were owned by Jews. In
1931 Jews represented
almost
one-third
of
Stanislawow’s population.
In 1939 conditions
in Stanislawow began to
change. In the fall of that
year the Soviets occupied
eastern Poland,
They
brought in their own officials. They took over the
schools and controlled the
political offices. Life was
made especially difficult for
the community’s intellectuals, doctors and lawyers.

And yet for Chaskel
Bernstein and his parents,
Selba and Samuel, and for
the
other
Jews
of
Stanislawow, life continued
on in relative comfort.
Relations with their nonJewish neighbours remained
cordial. They seemed oblivious to the fury being inflicted on “Nazi” occupied
Poland. Stanislawow’s Jews
could realistically hope that
they might live out the war
free of the Nazi yoke of
oppression.
But that optimism
would end abruptly in July
of 1941 with Hitler’s launch
of Operation Barbarossa.
For Stanislawow’s 30,000
Jews,
including
the
Bernstein family, Hitler’s
defence of the fatherland
meant that there would be
no return to their familiar
lives. On the order of the

Gestapo, a Judenrat was
established to carry out its
orders. Blood gushed out of
some 10,000 Jewish souls
on
“Bloody
Sunday”.
Twenty thousand
were
ordered into the ghetto, situated in the most run down
part of the city.
On
December 20, 1941 the
ghetto was officially closed,
Jews being allowed to leave
only to perform forced
labour.
Transports of
human cargo to the skeleton
strewn crematoria of Belzec
began in earnest.
The Bernstein family,
including
10
year-old
Chaskel,
watched
the
German’s pitiless bloodlust
seemingly powerless to resist.
And it was not long before
Chaskel would find himself
bereft of parents. Though too
young to fully comprehend
the magnitude of the events
happening around him,
Chaskel understood that he
had become an orphan. His
father was among the first
Jews to be murdered in
Stanislawow. His mother fled
to Russia with his sister
Anastasia, and would never
return, apparently dying of
an
unknown
illness.
Chaskel has no doubt who
was ultimately responsible
for her death.
Chaskel Bernstein,
could not sit idly by while
the Nazis terrorized his
community.
Neighbours
took him in temporarily but
the excitement of clandestine activity no doubt
appealed to a ten-year-old
with daring childish energy
and he chose to join the
underground in the tent city
set up in the nearby bushes.
From there he could play
his part in helping to
(Please turn to page 22)
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PA S S O V E R S E D E R
IN A DP CAMP
I.F. STONE SPENT PASSOVER IN 1947 IN A DETENTION CAMP ON CYRUS
By RAFAEL MEDOFF
I.F. Stone, the
famed investigative journalist, probably took part in
some interesting Passover
seders in his time, but he
never spent one with Jews
who felt personally connected to the events in ancient
Egypt--until 1947, when he

(Dr. Rafael Mezoff is director of The David S. Wyman
Institute for Holocaust Studies and coauthor, with Sonja
Schroer Wessling, of the forthcoming book 'Herbert Hoover
and the Jews: The Origins of the "Jewish Vote" and
Bipartisan Support for Israel.') - The Editor
was a guest at a remarkable
“This is being writseder with Holocaust sur- ten 3,000 feet up over the
vivors in a detention camp blue Mediterranean,” began
on the island of Cyprus.
Stone’s dramatic account in

the pages of the New York
City daily newspaper PM. “I
am in a tiny four-passenger
two-motored
mosquito
plane bound for Haifa from
Nicosia in Cyprus, where I
have just spent the first two
days of Passover in camps
(Please turn to page 15)

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to Our Jewish Friends and Customers throughout
METROPOLITAN AND AREA
On the Occasion of
Passover
May your celebration be blessed with joy and happiness.

45% OFF SELECTED
MICHELIN
ALL SEASON TIRES
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

416.256.1313
111 BRIDGELAND AVE.,
1 BLOCK WEST OF YORKVILLE SHOPPING CENTRE, SOUTH OF 401
www.consumerstire.com
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We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
for a Joyous Passover Celebration.

M E N AT
WORK
ULTRA-ORTHODOX SLOWLY JOIN THE WORK FORCE
By FELICE FRIERSON AND ARIEL O’SULLIVAN
MEDIA LINE

We’re Moving!
Please visit us at our new location
in May
29 Dufflaw Rd.,
Toronto, Ontario
M6A 2W4

Israel Edri is a
young
Israeli
ultraOrthodox man. He’d like to
spend all his day in religious studies. But as the
father of two children and a
third on the way, life’s challenges have stepped in and
today he works in telemarketing.
“Reality hit. If you
ask me I’d like to sit and
study all day long, but the
reality is that you have to
get out and work, especially
if you want to live in an
expensive
city
like
Jerusalem and give your
kids what they need,” the
clean-shaven Edri told The
Media Line.
Israel Edri, 27, is the
exception. The vast majority
of ultra-Orthodox men in
Israel do not work or serve
in the army, choosing
instead a pious and largely
impoverished life of studying religious texts, or Torah,
mainly the Talmud. It is not
that they cannot find work –
Israel’s unemployment rate
is at its lowest in decades –
rather they do not want it
and have none of the education or training needed to be
employed.
With
birthrates
three times the national
average,
Israel’s
ultraOrthodox communities are
mushrooming. Many live on
government allowances and
private charity and on their
wives’ earnings. It wasn’t
always that way nor is it a
problem
among
ultraOrthodox Jews living outside of Israel.
In 1970, 20% of
working-age men in the

ultra-Orthodox community
in Israel were not working
by choice; today, the figure
is two thirds (65%). UltraOrthodox Jews in the U.S.
and Britain traditionally
take jobs and their labor
(Please turn to page 10)

We Join in Extending
Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of
Metropolitan Toronto
and Area
On the Occasion of
PASSOVER
May your Festival of
Freedom celebration
be a joyous one for
family and friends.
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SAUDIS BUY
OBAMA
VICTORY

We Join in Wishing Our Jewish Friends
throughout the GTA
A joyous Passover holiday celebration
for family and friends.
It is always our privilege to serve you.

SAUDIS PAY FOR THE RIGHT TO SUPPRESS
By MITCHELL BARD
Since the discovery
of oil in the Arabian
Peninsula, Saudi Arabia
has literally had us over a
barrel. Though the Saudis
need the United States more
than we need them, they
have succeeded in coercing
every American administration to look the other way
while they undermine our

values, our interests and
our security. Now, the
Saudis are aiding President
Obama’s
reelection
in
exchange for keeping silent
about their repressive society.
The House of Saud
cares about one thing, and
one thing only, and that is
(Please turn to page 18)

We Extend Best Wishes for Passover to Our Jewish Friends throughout
Metropolitan Toronto, North York, York Region and Halton-Peel
May your celebration be a joyous one for
your family and friends.
We are always pleased to serve you.
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We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the Jewish
Community of Metropolitan Toronto and Area
On the Occasion of
PASSOVER
May your Festival of Freedom celebration be a joyous one
for family and friends.

T R AV E L
TIPS
HELPFUL HINTS FOR THE JEWISH TRAVELLER
By MIKE COHEN
NEW YORK CITY:
New York City remains one
of the most exciting destinations in the world. When my
family and I travelled there
over the winter holiday
break, it marked our first
trip to the Big Apple in six
years.

New York appreciates its Canadian tourists.
This has been underlined in
recent years by the establishment of an NYC &
Company office right at 99
Blue Jays Way in Toronto.
By logging on to www.ncogo.
(Please turn to page 21)

We Extend Best Wishes for Passover
to All Our Jewish Friends
throughout the GTA
May your family celebration be blessed with joy and happiness.
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BOYS TOWN
MOURNS SLAIN
TEACHER
RABBI YONATAN SANDLER WAS ADMIRED
BY ALL AT BOYS TOWN JERUSALEM

We Take Pleasure in Extending Best Wishes to
Our Jewish Friends and Patrons
On the Occasion of
PASSOVER
May your holiday be a joyous one.

PIER 4 STOREHOUSE
RESTAURANT

Submitted by BOYS TOWN JERUSALEM
Last year, before
Rabbi Yonatan Sandler
returned to his native
Toulouse, France to teach
in the Ozar Hatorah School,
he taught ninth graders at
Boys Town Jerusalem‟s
“Naale Zion” program for
French
immigrants.
Although the Boys Town
work was required for Rabbi
Sandler to receive a teaching certification for his
upcoming job, he invested a
great deal of time and effort
to give his best to his Boys
Town students. Stunned
and saddened by the murder of Rabbi Sandler and
his two toddler-age sons at
the Toulouse school, his
Boys Town students paid
final homage at the rabbi‟s
funeral.

“He was a wonderful
teacher, and he was quite
determined to make a contribution to Jewish education in Toulouse,” recalled
Natan Encaoua, 16. “We all
tried to talk him out of
going. But when we reminded him how dangerous it is
for Jews in France, Rabbi
Sandler told us, “I must
return there. I must give
back to the community that
gave so much to me.‟
Rabbi
Shimon
Abiker, head of Boys Town’s
Na’ale Zion program for
French immigrants, noted
that Rabbi Sandler was a
brilliant scholar who was
greatly admired by his students. “He took his work
here extremely seriously,
(Please turn to page 29)

RABBI YONATAN SANDLER AND HIS TWO SONS
were brutally murdered at the Ozar Hatorah
School in Toulouse, France. The horrific crimes
show that anti-Semitism in France has yet to be
curbed despite the platitudes being spoken by
French political leaders.

A CASUAL WATERFRONT HIDEAWAY
Seafood, Steaks & Pasta
Outdoor patio-groups welcome

245 Queens Quay West
(416) 203-1440
We Extend Best Wishes for Passover to Our
Jewish Friends throughout
Metropolitan Toronto, North York, York Region
and Halton-Peel
May your celebration be a joyous one for
your entire family.
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We Extend Best Wishes for Passover to
Our Jewish Friends and Customers
throughout
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
May your celebration be a joyous occasion
for family and friends.

We Take Great Pleasure in Extending
Passover Greetings to Our
Jewish Friends and Customers throughout
METROPOLITAN TORONTO
May your holiday be a joyous one for
family and friends.
We are always pleased to serve you.

MEN AT WORK
(Continued from page 6)
force participation rate is
the mirror opposite of
Israel’s.
Once a tiny minority, ultra-Orthodox Jews,
known as haredim, now
number about 700,000, or
about 10% of Israel’s population. And that’s a problem. Israel’s economy can’t
afford to have such a big
part of the population permanently out of the work
force and living on government handouts paid for by
the rest.
“By the time you are
up to 10% of the population
of whom 70% of the male
part of the population doesn’t work, you are getting to
a macro-economic issue,”
Stanley Fischer, governor of
the Bank of Israel, said at a
briefing. “This is not sustainable. We can’t have an
ever increasing proportion
of the population continuing to not go to work.”
While the burden on
the economy was growing,
the rest of Israel largely
ignored the problem as voters and politicians focused
on security issues. But the
country’s economic problems, particular the high
cost of living and shortage
of housing, emerged as a
key issue last summer in an
explosion of mass protests
and tent cities.
In the past few
months, the growth and
increasing extremism of the
haredi sector took center
stage. A spate of incidents
in which girls and women
regarded by the heredi as
not sufficiently religious
were spit upon and yelled at
captured headlines and
pointed up the wide gap in
lifestyle
and
attitudes
between
ultra-Orthodox
and other Israelis.
“A
haredi
town
would not be self sustaining. Nobody would pay
taxes. Nobody works. Well,
hey, this is where [they] are
taking the entire country.
Do the math. This is a prob-

lem,” Dan Ben-David, a Tel
Aviv University economist
who heads the Taub Center
for Social Political Studies,
told The Media Line.
Now, a host of organizations are making an
effort to quietly reverse the
trend towards shunning
work by finding ways to
integrate haredi men into
the workforce. The economic crunch has led to more
and more ultra-Orthodox to
work for a living, says Motti
Feldstein, the director of
Kemach, an organization
that provides job training
and support for haredi men
and women learning a
trade.
“It’s not a revolution
but a change in realities.
We Join in Wishing
Our Jewish
Friends and Customers
throughout
Metropolitan Toronto
and Area
A joyous Passover
celebration.
We are always pleased to
serve you.
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MEN AT WORK
(Continued from preceding page)
There’s not more openness
to working, but recognition
of a changing world,” he told
The Media Line.
Kemach
means
“flour” or “bread,” but is
also used in a famous biblical quote saying in defense
work (“Without bread there
is no Torah “) and is also an
acronym for Promoting
Haredi Employment. Over
the past three years it has
helped over 12,000 haredim
with guidance and scholarships.
But Feldstein is
keen on stressing that his
organization is not luring
people out of yeshivas – the
academies where religious
texts are studied – but only
helping those who had
already chosen to stop
learning full time.
“A rabbi is not going
to come out and give a sermon [to go to work].
Everyone has to come to
their rabbi and seek his
blessing and the rabbi helps
direct them. The rabbi’s job
is to create a society. It is
not to bring money to his
community. Everyone is
responsible for themselves.
We Join in Extending Best
Wishes to the Jewish
Community of
Metropolitan Toronto
and Area
On the Occasion of
PASSOVER
May your Festival of
Freedom celebration be a
joyous one for family
and friends.

They have to decide what is
better, to be a schnorrer
[beggar], or to go out and
work,” he says.
But most ultraOrthodox have never studied much in math, science,
English and other core subjects employers require.
Furthermore, many young
men have no experience in
the job market and conditions. They imagine themselves working for a few
hours and earning high
wages even though they
have few if any skills. They
have been taught that
Torah learning is paramount. If they decide to
take a job and accept the
lower social status that
workers have compared to
full-time scholars, they prefer to do it discreetly.
Shmuel Gotlieb, is
an employment counselor
at Mafteah, a venture by the
Joint
Distribution
Committee’s Tevet program.
He interviews men seeking
to get their first job.
“A lot of people come
to me and say ‘Give me a
place to work where I’m not
going to be seen. Why?
Because it is unpleasant for
me. Because my brother
doesn’t know I’m working,’”
Gotlieb told The Media Line.
“I know a guy who has
worked in a high tech firm
for three years now and no
one in his family knows he’s
working.”
The ultra-Orthodox
disdain change. Even their
dress of black frock coats
and wide-brimmed hats
harkens to 19th-century.
They speak Yiddish, the language of their Europe forbearers. Some economists
say their background is so
constricted that they can’t
supply the needs of a modern economy.
“A Third World economy can’t support a First
World army,” says BenDavid of the Taub Center.
“We need more and more
educated people because
(Please turn to following page)

We Join in Wishing Our
Jewish Friends and Customers
throughout
Toronto and Area
A Joyous Passover Celebration
for family and friends.

A J LANZAROTTA
WHOLESALE FRUIT AND
VEGETABLES LTD.
SUPPLYING RESTAURANTS, HOTELS,
INSTITUTIONS AND CATERERS
We guarantee the highest quality of fresh
and custom-processed produce
www.ajlanzarotta.com
1000 Lakeshore Road East Mississauga
905 891-0510
No charge Dial 1-800-361-4519
We Join in Extending Best Wishes
to Our Jewish Friends throughout
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
On the Occasion of
PASSOVER
May your celebration be a joyous one.
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MEN AT WORK

We Extend Best Wishes for Passover
to the Jewish Community and to our Jewish
Friends and Customers.
We are always pleased to serve you.

We Take Pleasure in Extending Greetings and
Best Wishes to Our Jewish Friends
On the Occasion of
PASSOVER
May your holiday be a joyous occasion.

(Continued from preceding page)
we are a more advanced ple to training as bus drivers,
society and we need less nurse’s aides, locksmiths
and less uneducated. What and construction workers.
is happening here is per“People are not converse because we are nected to reality because
enabling a huge portion of they are cut off. They’ve
society to deprive their kids never worked and their
of what they need when fathers never worked. They
they grow up and to deprive never saw anyone who ever
us as a society of the doc- worked and so they don’t
tors and engineers and have any idea what a workeverything else that a mod- ing man does. But the
ern society needs.”
moment they understand
The
Technion, that a man with a job actuIsrael’s top engineering ally needs to work, they
school, has been running a work,” Gotlieb said.
program for the past three
years to bring in ultraWe Wish All Our
Orthodox into their civil
Jewish Friends
engineering program. They
and Customers
receive a crash course in
throughout
the GTA
core subjects like math,
A Joyous Passover
physics and English.
“One of the teachers
Celebration.
told me it is like teaching
the ABCs at the Technion
because they know nothing,” Muly Dotan, director of
the center for pre-university
studies, told The Media
Line.
Out of some 100
candidates
discretely
recruited from the ultraOrthodox community some
30 are chosen annually and
receive a hefty scholarship
to cover their four-year
degree. The first graduates
are expected soon and jobs
We Join in Wishing the
have been earmarked for
Jewish Communities of
them, Dotan said.
But Yossi Tamir,
Metropolitan Toronto,
executive director of the
North York and
Tevet employment initiative,
York Region
counters that despite a lack
of formal education, haredi
a Joyous
men and women catch on
Passover Celebration.
fast.
“It’s very easy for
them,” Tamir told The
Media Line. “If you are talking about computers, they
have a very high ability and
capacity of learning those
issues. So they can move
into technology, computers
and mathematics without
any problems. Even if they
didn’t study it when they
were in high school. That
isn’t a barrier.”
At Mafteah, they are
aiming lower and direct peo-
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Still, once they gain
a profession, breaking the
stigma that they are lazy or
untrained is often hard.
Itzik Omasky, an electrician, said he hasn’t had
good experience with them.

We Join in Wishing the
Jewish Communities of
Metropolitan Toronto
and Area
a Joyous Passover
celebration
We are always pleased
to serve you.
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“There aren’t many
haredi guys in the profession. But my experience
with them hasn’t been good.
I took one from Ramat Beit
Shemesh and he was awful
and split. He ended up quitting because he wasn’t used
to working so hard,”
Omasky told The Media
Line. “He knew his craft,
but he told me he could not
work so much and at two
o’clock had to stop. He was
always wanting to take a
break. I told him that this
wouldn’t work out and he
had to work a full day. After
10 days he quit and left me
in a lurch.”
Another barrier to
their employment is the
growing phenomenon in
the haredi world of segregating men and women.
But like the phenomenon
of shunning labor, the
rising gender divide is
also a modern phenomenon that has little basis
in Jewish tradition, says
Ben-David.
He points to the
well-known New York electronics retailer, B&H, which
is owned and operated by
ultra-orthodox Jews.
“In New York, haredi
men serve non-haredi women.
(Please turn to following page)

We Extend Passover Holiday Greetings to Our
Jewish Friends throughout Metropolitan Toronto,
North York, York Region and Halton-Peel.
May your celebration be a joyous one.
We are always pleased to serve you.

COINAMATIC CANADA
INC.
Smart Card and Coin Vended Laundry
Full Service Contracts, Rentals & Sales
Parking Management
301 Matheson Blvd. W.,
Mississauga, 905 755-1946
No charge Dial..............1 800 561-1972

We Are Pleased to Again Extend Holiday
Greetings to Our Jewish Friends throughout
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
May your Passover celebration be a joyous
occasion for your entire family.

We Join in Wishing the Jewish Communities of
Metropolitan Toronto, North York,
York Region and Halton-Peel
a Joyous Passover celebration.
We are always pleased to serve you.
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We Extend Best Wishes for Passover
To Our Jewish Friends and Patrons
We would be pleased to help you plan your
next family
“Simcha”

Featuring magnificent antique billiard tables,
fine cuisine and attentive staff
The Academy’s elegant setting is the perfect
backdrop for your Bar or Bat Mitzvah, wedding,
anniversary or engagement party
One Snooker Street (formerly Hanna Avenue)

416-532-2782
www.sphericalarts.com
We Wish All Our Jewish Friends and Customers
throughout the GTA
A joyous Passover celebration.

MEN AT WORK
(Continued from preceding page)
B&H doesn’t have a marker
in the door ‘women only’ -‘men only.’ It’s not part of
being haredi. It’s not part of
being Jewish. What we are
seeing here has nothing to
do with being Jewish,” says
Ben-David. “They should
get used to what modern
society is and not the other
way around.”
But
Ben-David
admits that there is a significant change taking place
among the haredi community.
At the anecdotal
level we see more and more
haredim who apparently
get it and want to get the
skills and go to school.
There are now haredi colleges where there were
none before and there are
now haredim going to the
army where there were
none before and on the face
of it this is a good direction,” he says.
Though it’s unusual
for someone in the ultraOrthodox
community,
Matan Nitzky is a volunteer
for Israel’s civilian national
service as an alternative to
the army. He works in the
Hatzala emergency medical
service, which he hopes will
serve as a necessary springboard for a career in medicine.
“My father is a doctor, my mother is a nurse
and … it’s been my dream
to also one day do that.
With the civil service I have
the option to fulfill my
dream and hopefully one
day go down that path,” he
told The Media Line.
Israel
Edri,
the
young
working
haredi
father, said that he hopes
the stigma that ultraOrthodox don’t want to
work will fade.
“It’s hard to get rid of
a stigma,” Edri says. “I
believe that after a few years
this stigma will go away
when they see haredim in
many more senior positions.”
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PASSOVER IN A DP CAMP
(Continued from page 5)
established by the British to
intern ‘illegal’ Jewish immigrants seized in Palestine.”
Those were turbulent times.
Hundreds of
thousands of Holocaust
survivors
crowded
the
Displaced Persons camps in
Allied-occupied
Europe,
waiting for British permission
to
immigrate
to
Palestine. The British, bowing to Arab opposition, had
almost completely shut the
gates to the Holy Land.
Palestine itself was in
flames, as Jewish underground forces waged guerrilla warfare against
the
British
authorities.
Meanwhile, in Washington,
the Truman administration
wobbled back and forth on
the controversial issues of
Jewish immigration and
statehood.

In a desperate race
for the promised land, survivors were boarding aliyah
bet (unauthorized immigration) ships bound for
Palestine. More often than
not, they were intercepted
by British naval patrols and
taken to Cyprus.
That’s
where I.F. Stone’s story
began.
“There are two sets
of camps on the sweetsmelling ancient Greek Isle
of Cyprus for 11,300
refugees now held there,”
Stone explained. “Both are
being enlarged to meet the
expected Spring rush of
Aliyah Beth boats which will
probably boost the Jewish
population to 20,000 before
the end of June.”
The detainees were
living in Nissen huts, which
(Please turn to following page)
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PASSOVER
(Continued from preceding page)
Stone described as “the
ugliest architecture known
to mankind--a sort of tin
igloo with cement flooring
set in bleak rows on the
level grassless plots near
the sea, surrounded with
barbed wire and a row of
latrines.”
A typical hut
housed three families in
three rooms.
“Unexpected and
unannounced,” Stone and a
friend, Alex Taylor of the
American Jewish Joint
Distribution
Committee,
dropped in on the Efrati
family on Passover eve.
Moshe Efrati, 35, “a laundryman by trade”; his wife
Rachel; and their children,
15 year-old Miriam and 12
year-old
son
Eliezer.
Despite the lack of an invitation, the visitors “were at
once made welcome.”
“Father Efrati sat at
the head of the table, reclining on a pillow as is customary for the seder,”
Stone’s account continued.
“On his right, sat his brighteyed son of 12, already a
student in the yeshivah
organized by religious Jews
in the camp.” On the
father’s left sat his good wife
and daughter. Alex and I
were
given
haggaday
(Passover service books)
and the seder went on.”
“It was no hop-skipand-jump affair, as is customary in most American
Jewish
homes,”
Stone
noted. “Efthim left nothing
out. We rose to drink our
wine with blessings, partook of the bitter herbs and
first matzoths. Efthim sang
the parts with relish and
explained and translated as
he went along...”
Stone, himself a
secular Jew, was deeply
moved by the warmth and
religious devotion of the
family, especially in the
midst of such difficult surroundings. “The mother
looked on as if she didn’t
know how one man could be
so bright,” he wrote, “and
the daughter was fascinat-
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ed while the son’s eyes
shone.”
What struck Stone
the most was the connection between past and present. “The Passover has a
deep personal meaning for
these Jews...For them the
ancient cruel taskmasters
were no fable: they had
been in slave labor camps

We Join in Wishing Our
Jewish Friends and
Customers throughout
the GTA
A Joyous
Passover Celebration
It is always our
pleasure to serve you.

We Are Pleased to
Extend Passover
Holiday Greetings to
Our Jewish Friends
throughout
Metropolitan Toronto
And Area
May your holiday be a
joyous one for family
and friends.
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under German occupation.
For them, the God who
smote the Egyptians was
the same God who brought
the Third Reich low.”
As he strolled
around the camp the next
day, Stone was impressed
by the vibrant life he
encountered among the
Cyprus exiles. “Life flows on
strong, and vigorous babies
are being born at the rate of
30 to 40 monthly,” he
reported. “There have been
almost 600 weddings since
the camps were established
last August, and there were
135 nuptials during the two
weeks before Passover.”
“There are schools
and synagogues, camp
newspapers, an art exhibition, and workshops,” not to
mention “several soccer
teams which often play the
British guards and boast
they have never been beaten.”
What did the future
hold? The seder with the
Efrati offered a clue. “Were
[the Dpt in Cyprus] not like
the Jews under Moses?”
Stone asked. “Moses went
through one kind of wilderness or another to the
promised land. And as
Efthim explained in his own
running commentary to the
service comfortingly, ‘We
had to go down into Egypt
for 400 years, but we need
only be six months or so in
Cyprus.’ ”
Stone
thought
Efrati’s prediction too optimistic.
Given the severe
British
restrictions
on
Jewish immigration, “it will
take 18 months before the
latest arrivals get their
chance to go to Palestine.”
`But British rule in
Palestine did not last another
18
months.
That
autumn, in the face of the
Jewish underground’s military assaults and sharply
escalating
international
pressure--generated in part
by sympathetic journalists
such as Stone--the British
surrendered. Seven months
after Stone’s Passover with
(Please turn to following page)
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PASSOVER IN A DP CAMP
(Continued from preceding page)
the Efratis, London accept- drawal was completed.
ed the United Nations vote
For the Efratis and
on partitioning Palestine the thousands of other Dpt
and announced it would whose plight I.F. Stone
withdraw.
Four months helped publicize with his
later, the first British troops impassioned prose, the
began leaving, and two exodus was over and
months after that, on May, homecoming was finally at
15, 1948, the British with- hand.

•
SAUDIS BUY OBAMA VICTORY
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(Continued from page 7)
to ensure the perpetuation bargain is in the national
of the monarchy. The interest. In truth, our conSaudis concluded long ago tinued appeasement of the
that the United States was Saudis threatens that interthe only country that could est.
guarantee that their royal
How so?
heads stay on their royal
First, the Saudis
shoulders. In exchange, the undermine our interest in
Saudis provide America peace and stability in the
with oil. It is not an even Middle East. They do everytrade, however, because the thing in their power, for
Saudis act like drug push- example, to prevent the
ers who want to keep us Arab world from making
addicted to their oil. They peace with Israel. When
keep the price of oil high Israel and Egypt were negoenough to fill the royal cof- tiating peace, Anwar Sadat
fers, but low enough to dis- told President Carter that
courage significant invest- Saudi support was essential
ments
in
alternative to achieving a comprehensources of energy.
sive peace. Carter assured
The Arab lobby, Sadat the Saudis would
comprised of the Saudis, back his efforts, but,
Arabists, oil companies and instead, they did everything
defense contractors, has possible to sabotage the
succeeded in convincing negotiations,
ostracizing
presidents and members of Egypt and discouraging othCongress that this Faustian ers from joining the peace

Happy Passover to Our Jewish Friends
throughout Metropolitan Toronto
May your celebration be a joyous occasion for
family and friends.
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process.
Obama ran into the
same obstructionism when
he sought Saudi backing for
his peace efforts in his first
two years. He hoped the
Saudis would make some
gestures toward Israel to
show that a broader peace
would be possible if an
agreement
with
the
Palestinians was reached.
Instead, the Saudis refused
and increased their belligerence toward Israel.
Second, the Saudis
undermine our values. This
is a country that practices
gender apartheid toward
women,
discriminates
against
Jews
and
Christians and is one of the
world’s worst human rights
abusers. Just recently, the
Saudis beheaded a woman
for “witchcraft and sorcery.”
Third, the Saudis
threaten
our
security.
Saudis have helped fund
terrorists from the PLO,
Hamas
and
al-Qaeda.
Undersecretary
of
the
Treasury for Terrorism and
Financial
Intelligence
Stuart Levey said, “If I could
somehow snap my fingers
and cut off the funding from
one country, it would be
Saudi Arabia.”
In addition to directly sponsoring terrorists, the
Saudis are educating the
next generation of Muslims
to become jihadists through
the radical teachings they
propagate through mosques

19
schools.
The
and
Washington Post reported a
few years ago about a Saudi
textbook “after the intolerance was removed,” that
had the following statements: “Every religion other
than Islam is false.” “The
apes are Jews...while the
swine are the Christians”
and “jihad in the path of
God...is the summit of
Islam.” Similar teachings
appear in textbooks distributed around the world, and
appeared also in a Saudifunded school in Fairfax,
Virginia.
Why is the Obama
administration silent while
the Saudis undermine our
values and interests?
The answer can be
found in the unspoken
Faustian bargain. To satisfy
the Saudis’ insecurity,
Obama agreed to sell the
$30 billion worth of arms
they don’t need and can’t
use on the pretext that it
will help them defend themselves against Iran. The sale
is really about getting some
of our oil money back and
satisfying defense contractors and the Pentagon. The
deal is made with a wink
and a nod, knowing the
Saudi’s only defense against
Iran is the U.S. military.
Members of Congress, nevertheless, look the other
way because the contracts
mean jobs for their constituents.
(Please turn to following page)
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SAUDIS BUY OBAMA VICTORY
(Continued from preceding page)
Meanwhile,
the
Saudis have pumped more
oil throughout the Arab turmoil to prevent the price
from going so high that it
will throw the U.S. economy
into a more severe decline,
which
would
imperil
Obama’s
reelection.
In
exchange, all Obama has to
do is sell them arms and
continue to support the
totalitarian theocrats in
Riyadh.
Perhaps
you’ve
noticed that while Obama
has been vigorously advocating freedom and democracy in Tunisia, Libya,
Yemen, Iraq and Egypt, he
has been silent when it
comes to Saudi Arabia. Is
there some reason why the
people of Saudi Arabia are
different? Are they unworthy of the rights we are
championing for the protestors of Tahrir Square?
The
Arab
lobby
argues that our oil supplies
would be threatened if we
were to stand up for our
principles. It has always
been a lie. The Saudis cannot drink the oil; they need
to sell it to survive. The
lobby also wants to scare
officials into believing the
alternative to the House of
Saud could be worse, but it

it is hard to imagine a
regime that does more to
harm our values, interests
and security than the one
we have propped up for the
last 70 years.
Mitchell Bard latest
book is The Arab Lobby: The
Invisible
Alliance
That
Undermines
America's
Interests in the Middle East
(HarperCollins Publishers)
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TRAVEL TALES
(Continued from page 8)
com you can begin planning
your activities. Unquestionably, New York remains one
of the most exciting cities in
the world. I recommend you
start things off at the official
NYC information center
(http://www.nycgo.com/ve
nues/official-nyc-information-center) where you can
be pointed in the right
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joyous occasion.
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serve you.

direction.
If it is shopping you
like, the boutiques of
Madison Avenue, the iconic
department stores on Fifth
Avenue and the fashion-forward shops in SoHo and the
Village, are the favorites.
Sporting 100 upscale retailers, Madison Avenue is a
slice of heaven, New York’s
most luxurious shopping
experience. From 57th St to
72nd, this haute strip
where the wealthy shop,
boasts 15 blocks of designer
boutiques and specialty
retailers. The Century 21
Department store at 22
Cortlandt Street has bargains galore. But here is a
tip. If you are driving in you
will pass through the New
Jersey town of Paramus,
where a Century 21 is right
on the main drag.
B R O A D W A Y :
Unquestionably “the draw”
in New York City remains its
extraordinary
Broadway
productions. Be prepared
to pay big dollars, even for a
seat that is the second to
last spot in the house at the
top. Here is a tip though. Go
online via Ticketmaster or
Telecharge, check out the
precise availability and call
the toll free number so that
you can get a more accurate
description of what is available. While they offer to
mail the tickets at least 48
hours before the show, we
recommend that you either
print them out online or ask
to pick them up at will call.
In some cases you can even
buy cancellation insurance.
We got to see one of
the final New York showings of the Addams Family,
which is now part of a North
America tour (http://theaddamsfamilymusicaltour.com.)
The two lead producers,
Stuart Oken and Roy
Furman, are Jewish. So is
Douglas Sills, who stars as
Gomez
on
the
North
American tour. Log on to
www.nycgo.com/broadway
(Please turn to page 28)
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YOUNGEST WAR HERO
(Continued from page 4)
sabotage the German war
machine.
As
a
youngster
Chaskel “blended in”. The
Germans could not distinguish between Jewish and
non Jewish children. And
he was fearless. He would
head from the bushes into
Stanislawow and gather
information on the size of
the German force, where
the soldiers were sleeping
and where the ammunitions
supplies were located. The
fact that Chaskel understood German made him
even more valuable.
For
many youngsters there was
always the concern that
youthful carelessness might
lead to exposure. But that
would not happen in
Chaskel’s
case.
His
courage, and his discipline,
won him the admiration of
his superiors.
The young soldier
would spend the next two
years seemingly oblivious to
the Nazis powerful tanks,
their armoured cars and
their machine guns.
In
1944, with the Russians
advancing, and the war

drawing nearer to a close,
life became less dangerous
The Germans were now
more interested in preserving their own lives than in
confronting the enemy.
Chaskel’s sister, who was in
the Czech army, came back
to Stanislawow and found
her younger brother. They
returned to Czechoslovakia
where Chaskel also joined
the Czech army as a street
fighter.
He was quickly
promoted to lieutenant.
When the war ended, both
the Czech and Polish governments decorated the
young soldier for his contribution to the Allied victory.
Who else his age would find
himself trapped by nine
German soldiers, and have
the wherewithal to take out
his pistol and kill all nine?
Chaskel now lived
with his sister and her new
husband in Prague. He led
what he described as “a
good life after the war”.
Indeed,
so
did
most
Czechoslovakians during
this period of freedom. He
played in a band. He went
to school, even if he did so
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with a gun in his hand.
Perhaps he was even able to
get a glimpse of a new phenomenon, for television was
introduced
into
Czechoslovakia in 1948. No
one cared that he was
Jewish.
His wartime
exploits made those around
him want to grasp his hand
in friendship.
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But the good life in
Prague would crumble in
early 1948. The Stalinist
state was born and the communist
party
of
Czechoslovakia took control
of the country and purged
its dissidents.
Religious
freedom was suppressed.
The country’s cultural and
intellectual elites lost their
voice. For Chaskel another
tyrannical regime was too
much to endure. “I had”, he
later said, “too much of terror under the Germans. I
fought against it
and I
couldn’t stand it again.”.
And so Chaskel Bernstein.
with the help of Jewish
charitable organizations in
Montreal,
boarded the
Aquitania
bound
for
Canada.
He arrived in
August of 1948, his only real
possession an accordion he
had taken from a German
soldier He would soon begin
an exciting new adventure
in the north.
Joe and Sheindel
Korman lived in Noranda.
They had inexplicably lost
all eight of their children
and to fill their loneliness
they
approached
the
Jewish
Immigrant
Aid
Society and the War Orphans’ branch of Canadian
Jewish Congress in hopes of
adopting a child.
They
were introduced to Chaskel
and a year or so later the
teenager headed to Noranda
with his new parents. (Joe
Korman also arranged for
Chaskel’s sister and her
family to emigrate to
Canada.)
In Noranda,
the
bonds between Chaskel and
his parents grew stronger
with each passing day. Joe
and Sheindel provided him
with everything he needed
to live a full and productive
life and he, in turn, became
a devoted son.
Chaskel,
now
Harry Korman,
adjusted easily into the culture of his new home. He
learned English. He ran his
n e w f a t h e r ’ s h o t e l / b a r,
(Please turn to page 25)
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YOUNGEST WAR HERO
(Continued from preceding page)
a well-known party place
that booked such celebrities
as Ronnie Hawkins. He
became friends with hockey
legend Dave Keon. A glamorous new secular world
was
unfolding
before
Harry’s eyes. And yet the
family led a Jewish life, too.
Kosher food was brought
into the home and the family attended synagogue. At
the age of 19 Harry would at
long last have his bar mitzvah.
While
living
in
Noranda
Harry Korman
would meet
Doreen, a
young lady who had grown
up in Timmins. Harry was,
according to everyone who
knew him, “quite the catch”
but in Doreen he had met
his match.
They would
marry
in
Toronto
in
February of 1965 and move
to Montreal in April of the
same year.
Son Joe was
born in 1966 and daughter
Serena Miriam in 1969.
Harry became a successful
businessman in Montreal
before the family moved to
Toronto in 1969 and to
Burlington in 1971. Those
of us in Ontario who have
central vacs in our homes
can thank Harry for making
life just a little bit easier. It
was he who introduced the
product to the Ontario consumer.
Chaskel Bernstein’s
war time odyssey was documented by the Steven
Spielberg foundation in
2007 and his arrival in
Canada was noted by both
the Jewish and general
press of the period. But
unlike the more well-known
partisans, his name does
not appear in historical
accounts of Jewish resistance.
No one, however,
should underestimate his
contribution to the Allied
cause. He fought without
fear against a nation of
incomparable
brutality,
whose swastika waving
crowds displayed a cruelty
without any vestige of

humanity. Not yet a teenager he nevertheless understood that one can’t sit
idly by and let oneself or his
family and community be
destroyed. This “young
hero” did his part in helping save at least some Jews
from the human collection
centres of the Nazis.
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BITAYAVON
NAMED ONE OF 2011'S HOTTEST
MAGAZINE LAUNCHES BY THE
MAGAZINE INNOVATION CENTER
Bitayavon, a new
publication
featuring
gourmet kosher recipes and
insightful articles, was recognized by the Magazine
Innovation Center as one of
2011's hottest magazine
Bitayavon,
launches.
which features gourmet
kosher recipes not only for
Jewish
holidays
and
Shabbos dinners, but for
every day, was chosen from
a group of over 800 new
consumer titles published
from October 2010 to
September 2011.
The fact that the
Bitayavon is the first Jewish
publication to receive such
recognition is a reflection of
the growing numbers, influence and needs of the
kosher community.
Launched
in
February 2011 as a 40-page
local magazine in Brooklyn,
New York, Bitayavon has
since grown to a 76-page
magazine sold worldwide,
including Canada,
in
kosher specialty stores,
supermarket chains, at
newsstands, and retail outlets such as Barnes and
Noble. The mission of the
magazine is to create a
modern culinary publication that appeals to everyone who loves good food, as
well as those that keep
strictly kosher.
“You don’t have to

keep kosher to love the
recipes, tips and information we provide to our readers,” say Shlomo and Shifra
Klein, co-founders and publishers of Bitayavon. “We
are all about revolutionizing
the concept of kosher cooking to meet the needs of the
growing kosher foodie population as well as those who
look for easy and affordable
recipe and meal ideas.”
The
bi-monthly
magazine provides readers
with
gourmet
kosher
recipes, tips, and insightful
articles related to the
kosher lifestyle. A digital
version of Bitayavon will be
available in the near
future.
For more information and to subscribe to
Bitayavon, readers can visit
http://www.Bitayavon.com
and
follow
them
on
Facebook http://www.facebook.com/BitayavonMagazi
ne and Twitter, http://twitter.com/Bitayavon,
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Customers throughout
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
a Joyous Passover Celebration

• Manufacturers of Fireplace Accessories
• Railings, Gates• Blacksmithing
• Work in Stainless, Brass, Aluminum
We Extend Best Wishes On the Occasion of
PASSOVER
to the Jewish Community of
METROPOLITAN TORONTO, NORTH YORK,
YORK REGION AND HALTON-PEEL.
It is always a privilege to serve you.

26-36 Advance Road,
Etobicoke, Ontario
416 239-3031

MOSCOW
LEGENDS
RETURN TO
ROY THOMSON
For 20 years, the
Grammy
Award-winning
Moscow Soloists Chamber
Orchestra has been in
demand at the world’s most
prestigious festivals and
concert halls.
Show One
Productions proudly presents the globe-trotting
ensemble with its founder,
Yuri Bashmet, as conductor
and
viola
soloist
on
Thursday, May 3, 2012, 8
p.m. at Roy Thomson Hall,
60 Simcoe Street, Toronto.
Joining them as guest soloist
is acclaimed cellist Mischa
Maisky, in his first Toronto
appearance since 1978.
The Moscow Soloists
perform Schubert’s Quartet
in D minor (Death and the
Maiden), as arranged by
Mahler;
and
Brahms’
Quintet in B minor for Viola
and Strings, arranged for
small
orchestra,
with
Maestro Bashmet as soloist.
With Mischa Maisky as solo
cellist, the orchestra performs
Haydn’s
Cello
Concerto No. 1 in C and
Tchaikovsky’s Nocturne in

D minor for Cello and
Orchestra.
Yuri Bashmet, seen
below
at
right,
(www.icartists.co.uk/artist/
yuri-bashmet), the
Moscow Soloists’ founder
and conductor, is internationally renowned as a conductor and the preeminent
viola player of the modern
age. The London Times calls
him “without doubt, one of
the world’s greatest living
musicians”.
Gramophone
Magazine
refers
to
“Bashmet's status as the
most charismatic violist performing today.” Through his
vibrant and active solo
career – not to mention his
strength of personality and
high intelligence – Bashmet
has given the viola a new
prominence, and motivated
such leading composers as
Shostakovich, Schnittke and
Gubaidulina to expand the
viola repertoire and to dedicate works to him.
Latvian-born cellist
Mischa Maisky, at left
below, (www.mischamanisky.
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com) established himself
early on as truly a worldclass musician and is a regular guest at most major
international festivals. He
has the distinction of being
the only cellist in the world
to have studied with both
Mstislav Rostropovich and
Gregor
Piatigorsky.
Rostropovich lauded Mischa
Maisky as “one of the most
outstanding talents of the
younger generation of cellists. His playing combines
poetry and exquisite delicacy with great temperament
and brilliant technique.” He
is a favorite collaborator of
an equally legendary artist,
pianist Martha Argerich,
and has also worked in
long-standing partnerships
with such outstanding
artists as pianist Radu
Lupu,
violinist
Gidon
Kremer, and conductors
Zubin Mehta, Vladimir
Ashkenazy
and
Daniel
Barenboim. As an exclusive
Deutsche
Gramophone
artist, during the last 25
years he has made over 30
recordings
with
such
orchestras as the Vienna
and Berlin Philharmonics,
London Symphony, Israel
Philharmonic, Orchestre de
Paris and Chamber
Orchestra of Europe.
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Since its debut in
May 1992 in Moscow, the
Moscow Soloists Chamber
Orchester (www.mariinsky.
ru/en/company/priglashennye_kollektivy/mos
cow) has remained a
remarkable ensemble that
collaborates with top musicians.
Strad
magazine
named its Shostakovich and
Brahms CD “best recording
of the year”. The CD was
also nominated for a
Grammy, as was the
Moscow Soloists’ 2006
recording of chamber symphonies by Shostakovich,
Georgy
Sviridov
and
Mieczysław Weinberg. The
or chestra’s Stravinsky/
Prokofiev CD won it a
Grammy
in
2007.
Audiences in over 40 countries on five continents have
thrilled to the orchestra’s
vivacious live and televised
performances, in wideranging repertoire of classics,
rarely-performed
works from the past, and
intriguing premieres.
Tickets,
$55-115,
are available at the Roy
Thomson Hall box office,
416-872-4255,
or
via
www.roythomson.com.
More information is also
available at www.showone
productions.ca.

we Join in Wishing the Jewish Community of
METROPOLITAN TORONTO AND AREA
A Joyous Passover Celebration.

We Extend Best Wishes for Passover
to Our Jewish Friends throughout
Metropolitan Toronto, North York, York Region
and Halton-Peel.
May your celebration be a joyous one.
We are always pleased to serve you.

We Join in Extending Best Wishes for Passover to the Jewish Communities of
METROPOLITAN TORONTO, YORK REGION, NORTH YORK
AND HALTON PEEL
May your celebration be a joyous occasion for family and friends.
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We Are Pleased to Extend Passover
Greetings the Jewish Community of
METROPOLITAN TORONTO
AND AREA
May your celebration be a joyous one.

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of Metropolitan Toronto and Area
On the Occasion of
PASSOVER
May your Festival of Freedom holiday be a joyous
one for family and friends.

TRAVEL TALES
(Continued from page 21)
and http://www. n y c
go.com/off-broadway
for
ticket information.
JEWISH CONNECTION: New York's landmark
historic Jewish neighborhood, the Lower East Side
was once home to the
world's largest Jewish community. Covering the area
between Houston and Canal
Streets east of the Bowery,
this neighborhood is where
New York's garment industry began. Today it is a bargain hunter's paradise, with
great deals to be found on
everything from souvenir
tee shirts to menorahs,
especially along Orchard
Street in the neighborhood's
center. The overall New York
Jewish community in the
metropolitan
area
has
remained stable at 1.4 million people; the population
of New York City is just
below a million.
Indeed, the worldclass museums and collections found throughout
Manhattan are not to be
missed. The historic synagogues should be toured.
B u t i n N e w Yo r k C i t y ,

Jewish life is just a walk
down the street. The Jewish
Museum (www.thejewishmuseum.org) at 1109 Fifth
Ave. (northeast corner of
92nd St.) is dedicated to
(Please turn to page 30)

Happy Passover to All
Our Jewish Friends
throughout the
GTA

We Join in Extending Best Wishes the
Jewish Communities of Metropolitan
Toronto and Area
On the Occasion of
PASSOVER
May your celebration be a joyous one

KINGSAL
MAINTENANCE
BUILDING CLEANING SERVICES
• COMMERCIAL CLEANING
• AFTER CONSTRUCTION CLEAN UP
• COMPLETE CARPET CARE
• WITH 5 MILLION DOLLARS INSURANCE
• REFERENCES AVAILABLE

WE TAKE YOUR CLEANING SERIOUSLY
WWW.KINGSAL.COM

80 Colville

416 248-4538
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BOYS TOWN MOURNS LOSS
(Continued from page 9)
intent on honing his teaching skills so that he could
succeed in teaching Jewish
youngsters in Toulouse.”
Once the news of the
brutal murders of Rabbi
Sandler, his sons, and the
seven-year-old daughter of
the
school‟s
principal
became known at Boys
Town, the French students
were gripped with grief and
worry. “Around one-third of
our students are here alone,
with their parents and families still in France,” Rabbi
Abiker explained. “And
100% of our French students have family and
friends there as well. Nearly
all of them have been victims of varying degrees of
anti-Semitism while they
lived in France, and they
are quite worried about
their relatives there.
“We gathered the
students immediately after
the Toulouse attack, and
then again in the afternoon
nd the evening,” Rabbi
Abiker said. “It’s still very
hard for them to express
their feelings, but we‟re trying to give them as much
support as we can.”
For 11th grader

Eliezer Lavie, who is
from Toulouse, the attack
was devastating. “Eliezer
knew the principal’s daughter quite well, and he is in
shock,” Rabbi Abiker said.
“A tragedy of such huge proportions is almost inconceivable.”
“The situation for
French Jews is a terrible
one,” echoed Encaoua, who
immigrated to Israel 18
months ago. “They live in
constant fear of Arab
attacks, and the government does nothing. These
latest murders will make life
even harder for those who
want to enrich French
Jewish life and education,
like Rabbi Sandler tried so
desperately to do.”
Jerusalem,
Boys
Town Jerusalem is a middle
school and high school with
850
students
currently
enrolled. Opened in 1948 as
a trade school, Boys Town
Jerusalem has now graduated more than 6,500 students with a wide-ranging
curriculum
in
general
studies,
Jewish
and
Torah instruction and the
most current level of training in high technology.

We Join in Extending Best Wishes for
PASSOVER
to our Jewish Friends and Customers throughout
Metropolitan Toronto, North York and York Region.

Happy Passover to Our Jewish Friends

We Wish All Our Jewish Friends
throughout
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
A Joyous Passover Celebration
for family and friends.

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of Metropolitan Toronto
On the Occasion of
PASSOVER
May your Festival of Freedom holiday be a
joyous one for family and friends.

May your celebration be a joyous one.
We are always pleased to serve you.

R Courier
416 633-8183
www.rcourier.com

SPECIALIZING IN CUSTOM WOODEN CHAIRS
LOUIS XV, CHIPPENDALE, CLASSIC, ETC.
WWW.sedital.ca
177 Westcreek Drive
Woodbridge, ON L4L 9N6
Tel: 905 264-8264
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TRAVEL TALES
(Continued from page 28)
presenting the remarkable
scope and diversity of
Jewish culture.”

DINING OUT: New
York City is indeed the place
to dine, with an endless

We Extend Best Wishes to the
Jewish Communities of
METROPOLITAN TORONTO, YORK REGION,
NORTH YORK AND MISSISSAUGA
May your celebration be a joyous occasion

We Are Pleased to Extend Best Wishes for
PASSOVER
to our Jewish Friends throughout the GTA
We wish you and your family a joyous
Festival of Freedom celebration.

array of choices to please
your palate. Needless to
say, there are no shortage of
kosher restaurants here
either.
This was my fourth
trip to New York City over
the 16 years and each time
I have made it a point to
dine at the Jewish-owned
Ben Benson's Steak House
(www.benbensons.com).
Opened in 1982, it is one of
the top 100 independent
restaurants in America.
Manhattanites and visitors
rub elbows with celebrities,
politicians, sports stars and
business executives, over
huge juicy steaks and fantastic Benson crispy hashed
browns. Conveniently located in the theatre district, at
123 W 52nd St., Ben
Benson's is considered one
of New York's top steak
houses. Its eclectic collection of authentic Americana
fills the two roomy floors
with casual elegance and
charm. This handsome,
clubby restaurant is home
to many regulars. Benson is
a hands on owner. He created the menu himself, offering only USDA Prime steaks
and chops and premiumquality poultry and seafood.
He tastes and approves
every food, including the
bread. I enjoyed the filet
mignon. But there were
other tempting choices,
which you can view online.
Children will love the appetizers and a piece of tilapia
represents a perfect choice
for them as the main entrée.
Ben Benson's serves huge
portions, including a gigantic baked potato. In terms of
salads, there are a variety of
choices: baby spring mixed
greens, hearts of lettuce,
endive
and
arugula,
Rancher's salad, tomato
and onion,
hearts of
romaine, a special tomato
salad and cucumber, sweet
onion and tomato. The Ben
Benson chopped salad went
over best with our party. As
for side orders, try the
lightly battered fried zucchini and onion rings or the

creamed spinach and the
Brooklyn Blackout cake or
key lime pie for dessert. The
restaurant is also noted for
its exclusively seasoned
steak sauce.
I had the chance to
speak to Ben Benson himself, a proud Jew who
makes sure to have matzah
at
each
table
during
Passover. In fact, it has
become a tradition for him
at this time of year to come
in each morning and make
matzah brei for the staff,
most of whom are not
Jewish but appreciate it
just the same.
WHERE TO STAY:
We stayed at The Benjamin
(www.thebenjamin.com), a
boutique luxury hotel centrally located in midtown
Manhattan at the corner of
Lexington Avenue and 50th
Street, with quick, direct
access to Fifth Avenue
restaurants and shops,
Grand Central Station,
MoMA, Rockefeller Center,
St. Patrick’s Cathedral and
Bloomingdales, among a
myriad of other premiere
city attractions. Known for
its comprehensive sleep
program, The Benjamin features the industry’s first
and only Sleep Concierge, a
12‐choice pillow menu and
custom Benjamin Bed.
For many, the experience of walking into The
Benjamin’s suites and guestrooms is like coming
home to your private apartment in Midtown. Each of
the 209 suites and guest
rooms is elegantly appointed
with
a
signature
Benjamin bed, luxurious
Anichini bedding, an executive work station, 42” HD
Flat Screen TV, a galley
kitchen, mini bar, and sleep
menu. The one-bedroom
deluxe
and VIP suites
afford terraces with grand,
inspiring views of the skylineof Manhattan and often a
closer peek at the craftsmanship of the famed
Emery Roth’s architectural
design. The one-bedroom
suites include double paned
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soundproof windows, the
custom-designed Benjamin
Bed (king) including 500thread count Egyptian cotton sheets, a down duvet,
luxury Anichini bedding
and sleep menu with a 12Choice Pillow Menu. There
is also a separate living
room, complete with a
sleeper sofa, kitchen area
with full-sized refrigerator,
iPod larm clock/radio, 42”
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HD flat-screen TV, and an
executive
work
desk
including a multi-outlet
station and high-speed
Internet access available
for a fee.
Mike Cpohen can be
reached at info@mikecoSee his travel
hen.ca.
advice
column
at
www.sandboxworld,com/
travel and follow him on
Twitter @mikecohencsl.

•
WORLD IN REVIEW
(Continued from page 3)
that
the
The Bernsteins, of speculated
course, deny all the alle- Indian government took
gations. They maintain the action because ownthat they were always ers of nearby boutique
open about their inten- hotels and restaurants
tions in India, which was wanted to get rid of
to provide religious ser- Chabad House because it
vices to the local com- was of fering Shabbat
munity after its long- dinner at no charge and
therefore
taking
time rabbi passed away. was
They said they made no away business from local
secret of the fact that merchants.
The Jewish comthey would be organizing
prayer services, helping munity of Cochin, in the
celebrate Jewish festi- Indian state of Kerala, at
time
numbered
vals and looking after the one
day to day operation of around 2400. But most
the synagogue.
As for emigrated to Israel in the
spying for Israel, this 1954 and today, without
was, as Israeli consul the presence of Rabbi
Eyal Siso, said “ absolute Bernstein, there are not
enough
men
for
a
nonsense”.
R a b b i B e r n s t e i n minyan.

Happy Passover to the Our Jewish Friends

